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ZEBRA ROLLER BLINDS
Thanks to the double layer fabric of light filtering (transparent) and non-light-filtering (dim out) stripes, you can play with light and create
a modern look. The light filtering (transparent) stripes allow maximum light in and create a feeling of space, while the non-light-filtering
(dim out fabric) darkens the room providing you with more privacy.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Base Material:

100% PES

Easy to Clean

Sheer Fabric Finish:

Parga Fabric - Impregnated

Suitable for Moist Conditions

Solid Fabric Finish:

Zakynthos Fabric - Coated

Insulation against Heat and Cold

Width:

2800mm

Automated or Manual

Sheer Fabric Thickness:

Parga Fabric - 0.19mm

Flame-retardant (Parga only)

Solid Fabric Thickness:

Zakynthos - 0.31mm

Sheer Fabric Height:

50mm

Solid Fabric Height:

50mm

FABRIC COLOUR CHART
PARGA
This sheer translucent, flame-retardant double roller blind
fabric has a delicate woven structure and a subtle silk gloss.

Parga Chalk

Parga Slate

ZAKYNTHOS
This translucent double roller blind fabric is available in five
colours. Yarns in the colour of the closed stripes have been
woven into the transparent stripes.

Zakynthos Cream

Zakynthos Bright
White

Zakynthos Gardenia

Zakynthos Metal

Zakynthos Steel Grey

CRITICAL INFORMATION TO NOTE
These blinds will function best if they are NOT rolled up around the cassette, revealing an open window. Zebra Roller Blinds are meant to hang
permanently – only moving the blind to an either sheer fabric or solid (dim out) fabric. If the blinds are constantly rolled up and down it could
impact the fabric lines and balance, resulting in skew fabric lines. If this is not a suitable solution for you, consider the DAY/NIGHT bracket
which can house both sheer screens and block out and allow for both the blinds to be drawn up, revealing an open window.
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